By DIANE SCHROEDER

News Staff

In a special effort to communicate with younger voters, the Republican campaign for Indiana's governorship has produced America's first politically "music video." Republican Robert Orr's video, which first aired Oct. 5, is aimed at 18-24 year olds.

The two-minute video is receiving airtime on MTV as well as on commercial television programs where viewer demographics show a concentration of younger voters.

The video features Gov. Orr with recording artist Henry Lee Summer. The title song from Summer's new album, "Stay with Me," is the music soundtrack for the video.

Commenting on the video, Orr said, "This video is a unique effort to reach young voters with our central message - the real issue of this campaign is Indiana's future, and that the Orr-Mutz team is the most qualified, most experienced, and best prepared to lead Indiana into that future."

The governor went on to say although the polls show that young voters are

Pre-meds serve as patient/family liasons in area hospital

By MARK DILLON

News Staff

Pre-med students at Notre Dame are involved in a program in which they become part of the emergency staff at Elkhart General Hospital by serving as patient/family liasons in the emergency room.

The program involves students who volunteer that would later at the hospital. Professor of Anthropology Dr. Irwin Press initiated the program last September in response to a suggestion of Diane Smith, head nurse of the Elkhart General Hospital's Emergency Department. She thought a link was needed between patients, staff and families.

Many times in the emergency room, setting both patients and their families are hysterical. They cannot understand the waiting, the lack of news, or the treatment they or their loved ones are experiencing. It is these problems which the students in a patient/family liaison attempt to solve.

The liaisons have four basic responsibilities according to Press. "First they keep a patient company who would otherwise be left unattended. Second, they keep relatives informed of where the patient is, the patient's status, etc. Third, they act as a communication link between the patient in the treatment room and the family in the waiting room. Finally, the pre-med students keep an eye on the patient to make sure there is no unattended crisis," said Press.

Press said, "The liaisons are not glorified candy strippers. They are integral members of the emergency staff. They gain hands-on experience right in the thick of the emergency process."

The students have become such integral members of the staff, said Press, that when the students left for the summer, the emergency room became less efficient and therefore hired two students as full-time liaisons for the summer. The program, which last year was strictly volunteer, has become a credited course involving students as full-time liaisons.

Hesburgh answers students' questions

By ANDRE THEISEN

News Staff

Head Football Coach Gerry Faust can relax.

"If the alcohol policy doesn't work, it will get tougher. And cool dormitories have no place at Notre Dame."

All three statements are according to Father Theodore Hesburgh, University president, who spoke at a question and-answer session at the Library Auditorium last night.

When asked whether the football team's performance called for action on his part, Hesburgh stated that ND was a place of integrity and that he would not dishonor Faust's contract. "Five-year contracts are standard for new coaches," Hesburgh said, "and coaches deserve that period to establish themselves."

Hesburgh is more concerned about the student body's reaction to the team's performance. "I think it's a bush when ND students boo their own team," he said, in response to the students' negative reaction after last Saturday's loss to Air Force. "That's not what ND is about. They're our team and they deserve our support," he said, adding, "I've seen much worse teams that weren't booed."

Hesburgh said he completely supported the alcohol policy. When asked if he foresaw further restrictions, he said the policy would get tougher only if the current policy didn't work. Hesburgh reminded the audience it was he who had first allowed alcohol on campus and said ND is a place where students can learn responsible drinking.

Hesburgh admitted liability was part of the reason for the formation of the alcohol policy, but declared the unacceptability of public drunkenness was the primary reason for the formation of the policy.

Hesburgh declared there will never be cool dorms at ND as long as he is president. In defense of this he cited the need for privacy for both men and women, the ample opportunities for interaction already available and the fact other universities are returning to unsex dorms.

Other topics discussed included the male-female ratio at Notre Dame, the renovation of LaFortune Student Center and the student body's ability to be involved in world issues.

Hesburgh, when asked whether ND would ever reach an equal male-female ratio, emphasized the Saint angular auditorium. For more details, see the story at right.
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In Brief

The Palestine Liberation Organization's arms industry — with factories in operation throughout the world — recently developed the PLO's own fighter plane. Yasser Arafat quoted yesterday as saying. The independent Tunisian weekly El Rai quoted the PLO chairman as saying Palestinian scientists and engineers were in charge of the factories "which have just put the final touches to a combat plane." He gave no details of the aircraft and did not indicate if it would go into production, the paper said. The guerrilla movement has never had combat planes of its own. — AP

A man shot and killed six children, then killed himself yesterday. The children ranged in age from 3 to 15 years old. Police Chief Ray Hammer identified the man as James Alan Day. Hammer said Day's wife, Candace, returned home from overnights at the Evanston Hospital office this mor­ning and found her husband dead in a chair with a gun in his hand. She then discovered the children in their beds. Hammer said there was no immediate indication of motive in the killings on the city's far southeast side. — AP

Budweiser beer can't stop a local flotation from using the slogan "This Bud's for You," a federal judge in Cleveland has ruled. "If there is anybody in this country that can use the word 'bud' in connection with their product line without interfering with Anheuser Busch, it's got to be Budweisers," Christopher B. Fagan, attorney for the Flottens Association of Greater Cleveland, said Wednesday. "We're happy the court agreed with us on that point." Anheuser-Busch Co. Inc. had asked for a preliminary injunction, but U.S. district Judge Ann Aldrich denied the last Friday. — AP

The Air Force sent investigators Wednesday to the remote Monument Valley where an unarmed B-52 bomber crashed destroying a $46 million B-52 bomber in a 1-hour, 10-minute, jet flight, killing five U.S. airmen and leaving one missing. The bomber, flying from Fairchild Air Force Base, Spokane, Wash., crashed about 9 p.m. Tuesday on the sprawling Navajo Indian reservation in northeastern Arizona near the Utah border, about 15 miles northeast of Kayenta. The cause of the crash was not immediately known. Seventy B-52s have crashed on non­combat missions. — AP

A report that apparently mimics the action of a brain chemi­cals which could affect Alzheimer's disease, a presen­tive form of senility that affects about 2 million Americans, repor­ted in the traditional Hitchcock Medical Center in New Hampshire say. Four victims of the disease showed improved ability to speak and care for themselves after treatment with the drug, called benzthiazide, according to a report in the current issue of the Journal of Neuropsychiatry. — AP

A former ambassador who was involved in a heated Vietnam War dispute over how to count enemy troop­ers in the war was assassinated in a plane crash in Argentina. "Curses, Bloodstains, and Alabama Tragedies," according to a Student Government report, is to be the banner University of Texas students will display the banner "Uncounted Enemy: a vietnam War documentary," the paper said. The student government's use of such slogans has gotten the bookstore in trouble. The bookstore's use of such slogans has gotten the bookstore in trouble.

A panel of prominent educators, bidding to turn the reform spotlight from America's high schools to its colleges, called for sweeping changes in campus life, including more student attention for freshmen and sophomores, fewer part-time dons, permitting the liberal arts. The panel, in a report prepared for Education Secretary Sharron G. "Uncounted Enemy: a vietnam War documentary," the paper said. The student government's use of such slogans has gotten the bookstore in trouble. The bookstore's use of such slogans has gotten the bookstore in trouble. — AP

Weather

Windy and cooler today with a 40 percent chance of showers this morning. The high will be around 65. Mostly clear and cool tonight, with a low around 40. Partly sunny and cool tomorrow, with a high around 60.

Alcoa, AT&T and the bookstore: A campus monopoly gone wrong

"Comes to the Bloody Monopoly!" When aimed at Notre Dame's bookstore, it is an un­derstandable and just plea, and one that is probably not vindictive. Plain and simple, the bookstore prices are too high. Some, according to a Student Government survey are as much as 45 percent higher than the average drugstore. In response, the Student Senate has pro­posed a student-run "general store," a benign creature on the order of a newsstand which could nonetheless display the banner of "Holy Competition."

"If we're not careful, our students will not care about the money we spend in the bookstore," said one. The Senate is considering a variety of plans to expand the general store and to make it more competitive with the bookstore.

Bob Vonderheide
Editor-in-Chief

Inside Friday

Hey, let's be care ful out there.

Public service announcement by the Governor's Task Force to Reduce Drink Driving and The Observer
Beatrice executive Handley tells of advertising campaign

By RAY MULERA
News Staff

Beatrice's recent multi-million dollar ad campaign is the beginning of an "overall metamorphosis" which will give the company a status similar to Proctor and Gamble, said Harold J. Handley, senior vice president and director of marketing for Beatrice Companies.

Handley made his remarks yesterday in a lecture at Saint Mary's Haggar College Center.

Beatrice is the nation's largest food company and the second largest in the world with annual sales of over $13 billion. The new campaign is aimed at increasing the consumer's awareness of the Beatrice Companies.

The advertisements feature Beatrice's better-known subsidiaries while stating "You've known Us All Along." Handley describes this as an attempt to "borrow equity" from the already established products.

The advertisements have allowed Beatrice to "leapfrog over" the other companies in terms of recognition according to Handley. He believes the success of the campaign from their ability to appeal to a wide range of people. Each commercial features several products, each appealing to a different group of people. This, according to Handley, gives the advertisements "rifle shot accuracy" at the targeted group.

Handley said this campaign is a "unique, specific conclusion to Beatrice's communication needs" and would not work as well for other, better known companies. The advertisements are specialized to identify Beatrice with the better known products instead of the usual attempt to identify the product with the better known company.

The lecture was sponsored by the Saint Mary's chapter of the American Marketing Association.

Bauer supports state lottery to help fund Indiana educational system

By CHRIS BEDNARSKI
News Staff

Democratic candidate for the Indiana House of Representatives, Tom Bauer, said yesterday that Indiana needs a state lottery.

Bauer said yesterday that if elected he will support legislation for an Indiana state lottery providing the proceeds go to education.

Bauer, a candidate for the 8th Indiana House District, spoke at a news conference from Democratic Headquarters in South Bend. He said he is "dedicated to education that is sorely in need of funds."

Bauer also said, "Indiana ranks 41st among the states in SAT scores, 41st in expenditure for education per capita income, and 39th in expenditures per pupil. The state universities are losing some of their best professors to other states because Indiana can't afford to pay them enough," he said. He added the state needs a well-educated workforce to attract industry.

Bauer has found many people are now traveling to Michigan and Illinois to buy lottery tickets on a regular basis. He said, "The money is going to the states around us and not to Indiana." He also said he found those people traveling to other states for lottery tickets would prefer to spend their money in Indiana.

Bauer pointed out the state lottery would generate $100 million dollars, netting 42.4 million for the state. Prior money and promotion would take 4 percent of the revenue and the rest left would go to help Indiana education.

Bauer said his race is important to getting a lottery because his district is considered important by the Democratic party if they are to gain control of the Indiana House. In the House the Republican speaker, Bob Daily, has killed every effort so far to get a lottery because his districts is considered important by the Democratic party if they are to gain control of the Indiana House. In the House the Republican speaker, Bob Daily, has killed every effort so far to be a lottery because his districts is considered important by the Democratic party if they are to gain control of the Indiana House.

Bauer said the lottery is considered important by the Democratic party if they are to gain control of the Indiana House. In the House the Republican speaker, Bob Daily, has killed every effort so far to be a lottery because his districts is considered important by the Democratic party if they are to gain control of the Indiana House.
Iran breaks quiet in Iran-Iraq war
by launching major land offensive

Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iran said yesterday it had launched a major offensive at the center of the Iran-Iraq war front during the summer.

Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency, monitored in Nicosia, reported Iranian success both in the advance across the mountains of the central sector and in repulsing the Iraqi attack in the south.

It said Iranian forces "advanced and liberated dozens of square kilometers" of Iranian territory in the center of the front that had been under Iraq occupation since the war started in 1980. Twenty Iraqi tanks were destroyed and hundreds of dead Iraqi troops had been left on the battlefield.

Iraq forces that attacked in the south were "repelled by the heavy artillery fire of the Iranian forces, and the enemy was forced to retreat," the news agency said.

Debate won by Mondale say
voters; most stick to Reagan

Associated Press

NEW YORK - A majority of likely voters questioned in an NBC News poll released yesterday said Walter Mondale won his first debate with President Reagan, but the debate and the later vice presidential debate seemed to have little effect on Reagan's commanding lead in the presidential race.

The poll, conducted between Oct. 14 and Oct. 16 among 1,556 likely voters nationwide, showed Reagan and Vice President George Bush leading Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro by margins of 60 percent to 35 percent, a slight change from the polls in September showing 59 percent for Reagan and 32 percent figures in an early September survey.

The margin of error in the latest poll was plus or minus 5 percent.

About one-third of those questioned said they had not watched or heard the presidential debate, but Mondale was declared the winner by a 54-to-1 margin by those who watched or listened.

Almost one-half of the likely voters - 47 percent - said they had a more favorable opinion of Mondale after the debate, and only 17 percent said they had a more favorable opinion of the president.

Almost one-third of the likely voters questioned said they did not watch or hear the debate between Bush and Ferraro, but those who did thought Bush did a better job by a margin of 35 percent to 20 percent.

Both candidates emerged with more favorable ratings.

NBC said there was little movement to the Democratic ticket in the last five weeks, but the change that did occur came primarily from five groups - union members, the elderly, Democrats and Jewish voters.

Two-thirds of those polled said Reagan's age does not decrease his ability to handle the duties of the presidency.

The poll found Ferraro's presence on the Democratic ticket represented a net loss of voters to the Democrats. Almost one-third of the likely voters said they were less likely to vote for the Democrats because she is the vice presidential nominee, and only 19 percent said they are more likely to vote Democratic.

About half said her presence makes no difference.

Iranian President Abass Ali Khomeini said yesterday that he had ordered the Iranian armed forces to stop offensive operations and start a "final offensive," south, near the Iranian city of Khorramshahr.

The new battles were reported on Wednesday night along the border about 70 miles southeast of Baghdad, the Iraqi capital, and continued yesterday.
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Chernenko’s interview politically motivated, say Western diplomats

Associated Press

MOSCOW - President Konstantin Chernenko’s interview with the Washington Post was his first meeting with a Western journalist, and Western diplomats said Wednesday it appeared timed to influence the U.S. presidential election.

Diplomats, who spoke on condition they not be identified, were unanimous in saying the interview seemed designed to influence Sunday's debate on foreign policy issues between President Reagan and Democratic challenger Walter Mondale.

Some also said they believe Chernenko hinted at positive changes in superpower relations. "You can be certain that they (the Soviets) thought exactly about when they would give the interview. You don't get such a thing by chance," one West European diplomat commented.

The interview, which Washington Post correspondent Donko Dodor conducted on Tuesday, focused on disarmament and superpower relations. Chernenko singled out four major arms control issues and asked the United States to try to reach agreement on at least one.

The West European diplomat said the substance of the interview - asking the United States to make a policy shift in order to get a response from the Soviets - differed little from Soviet statements of the past months.

Yet, he said, the interview contained "a recognition of the need for dialogue" and was "more positive" than negative in tone.

"I think it's quite important," the diplomat said. "Overall, I think it's the beginning point of a process which, as before, will be long and difficult. We just have to wait for the Soviets to shift their position a little."

Other Western diplomats concurred on the timing of the interview and said it seemed aimed at putting certain issues on the agenda for Sunday's televised debate between Reagan and Mondale. The debate is planned to focus on foreign policy.

Although they saw it as an attempt to influence the presidential election, the diplomats said Chernenko’s interview was being carefully studied for substance.

The Soviet reaction to any suggestions the United States has made since Chernenko addressed the leadership post eight months ago has not led to major progress on disarmament.

The United States made a new proposal on banning chemical weapons to the Geneva arms control conference in April. In June, Reagan offered to discuss the non-use of military force at the Stockholm disarmament conference.

Neither suggestion drew a positive Soviet response.

Transients leave Oregon commune

Associated Press

PORTLAND, Ore. - At least 150 homeless people who had been housed in Oregon from across the nation by followers of an Indian guru were bused into homeless people who had been dropped off in downtown Portland on Wednesday night, the largest single exodus from the religious commune.

The latest batch of transients were among more than 1,000 who have decided to leave Rajneeshpuram without money to return to their cities of origin, crowding social service agencies in Portland, The Dalles and Madras.

A spokesman for the Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh said the homeless had been taken to the Salvation Army's Harbor Light Center in downtown Portland on Wednesday because they wanted to leave Rajneeshpuram, and she denied they were being "dumped" because they were not registered to vote and were no longer of any use in the upcoming election.

"That's absolutely silly - completely ridiculous," she said.

In recent weeks, the commune has come under fire by foes of the Rajneeshees who say they fear the new arrivals could upset the electoral balance among the county's approximately 12,000 registered voters. Rajneeshpuram's population has mushroomed as the community has attracted about 2,500 homeless people from cities such as Washing­ton, D.C., New York, Los Angeles, Cincinnati and El Paso, Texas.

Stephan fills new post

Stephan, a junior from Pi­qua, Ohio, majoring in electrical engineering and English, has been named project manager of The Observer.

Stephan’s immediate duties in­clude developing an editing and layout stylesheet, conducting a survey of readers, and organizing the training of copy editors.

Stephan, who has been working as an assistant news editor since January, she has also worked as a copy editor and a reporter.

Hesburgh

continued from page 1

Mary’s community had to be consid­ered wide discrepanc­ies in the male­female ratio. While he said more women can and will be admitted to ND in the future, Hesburgh added that he would not want the combined ND-SMC male-female ratio to exceed equality.

Saying he sympathized with those students who are eager to become directly involved in world prob­lems, he said the best thing to do is "to get the best education you can. Learn all you can to prepare yourself and then decide what you're going to do - you can make a difference in life."

Steve's immediate duties in­clude developing an editing and layout stylesheet, conducting a survey of readers, and organizing the training of copy editors.

Stephan, who has been working as an assistant news editor since January, he has also worked as a copy editor and a reporter.
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**The future of Grenada remains an uncertainty**

As the days of summer draw to an end, hundreds of thousands of people across this nation, like you and me, head to institutions of higher learning. The quest for a piece of paper "suitable for framing" has both noble and practical consequences. Still, I challenge each of you to ask yourselves the following question: "Why are you here?" It is your prime reason for going to college!  

**Rand Fab**

**More Friday analysis**

"In my mind, no, not anymore," says a woman, working in Sudan, who often locked doors and windows in the night.  

**Santiago O’Donnell**

**Free-lance**

"If you like sport, join us. If you don't, you're not going to enjoy the game."  

**Mark McLaunahan**

Cavanagh Hall
Reeling Irish take on undefeated Gamecocks
ND must stop veer in order to break two-game losing streak

By THERON ROBERTS

The Gamecocks of South Carolina are the next team to invade Notre Dame Stadium, and they will be trying to extend their five-game winning streak over a team that has seen its brighter moments reduced to only a dim glimmer of hope that the tide will turn around. Notre Dame is in the midst of a two-game slide at home. The last time the Irish lost three in a row in Notre Dame Stadium was in 1960 under Joe Kuharich, when the Irish lost four in a row and finished 2-8 for the season.

South Carolina is in its second year of rebuilding under head coach Jim Morrison. The team did not fare well last season, as the Gamecock roster was packed with underclassmen. Last year the Irish travelled down to Columbia, S.C., and handed the Gamecocks a 33-6 defeat. But this year, the South Carolina players have come back and appear to be using last season as a building block towards their 5-0 record.

"I think last year's outcome will help us in this game. We got so far behind in the first half that we were playing catch up after Notre Dame's first five possessions," says Morrison. "The second half was an improvement, however. I think last year's outcome will help us in this game."

So far this season, the Gamecocks have beaten Georgia and Pittsburgh, and are well deserving of their 11th place national ranking. Even though it is already halfway through the season, however, South Carolina will be playing its first game away from home.

"I'm not concerned about playing away from Columbia," offers Morrison. "I think sometimes you play a little better on the road than you do at home."

If you happen to be on the other side of the fence, though, it is hard not to notice that the two consecutive losses have devastated the morale of the fans and caused the Notre Dame players to lose at least a little confidence in their own talents and in the abilities of the coaches.

"We are playing a team with a lot of momentum and we don't have that," says Irish head coach Gerry Faust. "But that doesn't mean that things won't change."

Another thing that remains the same for Notre Dame this week is that it must overcome some key injuries in order to perform well on Saturday.

South Carolina's offense against Notre Dame's defense: The Irish will have another chance this Saturday to prove themselves against an option offense after the Air Force Destroyed Notre Dame with its wishbone attack last week as the Gamecocks will bring with them their veer offense.

Morrison has used this offensive formation to become the successful coach that he is and has the talent at South Carolina this season to run it very effectively. Carolina is eighth in the nation in scoring with an average of 32.6 points per game and 12th in total offense with 425 yards per outing. The Gamecocks have an incredible amount of depth in the offensive backfield and have been able to utilize a lot of players, keeping fresh people on the field at all times.

Morrison has had success using a dual-quarterback system, doubling the effectiveness of juniors Allen Mitchell and Mike Hold. This will be the second time this season that the Irish will have faced the problem of the opponent having two good signal-callers to choose from. Notre Dame was able to contain Missouri's combination of Marlon Adler and Warren Lotz in its last victory.

Mitchell is the starter, and has proven that he can run as well as throw. The 6-0, 175-pounder has completed 57 of 65 passes for 950 yards and five touchdowns, while giving up only four interceptions. He poses a threat to run with the football also. He has accumulated 209 rushing yards, but his actual figure is less because of yardage lost in quarterback sacks.

Hold has performed well in a backup role. Although he throws less frequently, he is still a threat running with the ball. Hold has connected on 14 of 20 passes for just under 500 yards, well over 20 yards per completion. At 5'11", 195 pounds, Hold is well-suited to run the football and has gained six yards a carry, again neglecting yardage lost via sacks.

South Carolina has a quartet of running backs to chose from when running the veer option, and has balanced the number of times each one carries the ball very well.

The top two rushers from '83 return, juniors Thomas Dendy and Kent Hagood, but are only in second and fourth positions in rushing yardage this season although they have over 700 and 1,200 career rushing yards, respectively. Hagood has 236 yards (6.0 yards per carry average) and Dendy has rushed for 186 yards (6.2 average). Both are compact, but possess strength as well as speed.

Even though injuries in the beginning of the season got both Dendy and Hagood off to a slow start, the Carolina running offense did not suffer. Quinton Lewis and Raynard Brown filled the voids, and now are the number one and three ground-gainers for the team. Lewis, at 6-0, 198 pounds, is not an overpowering runner, but has picked up 316 yards and has an impressive 7.5 average. Brown has contributed 199 yards (5.1 average).

Although South Carolina has not passed a lot so far this season, when it does it rolls up yardage in huge tracts. The main target for Mitchell and Hold is senior flanker Jerri Hillary. Hillary led Carolina with 30 receptions in 1983 and has 12 catches so far this year.

see GAMECOCKS, page 8

Back in Action

Injury-plagued Mike Larkin finally will get his chance to take field once again

By JERRY MELIA

Many things haven't gone right for the Notre Dame football team the last two weeks. Not only did it lose important games to both Miami and Air Force, but the team also has lost many key players in starting positions because of injuries.

Although Notre Dame has many starters and other important players on the injury list, there is one player returning from the disabled list who could turn this team around both in the physical and the psychological sense. This athlete is Mike Larkin.

Larkin, a 6-1, 221-pound senior, will return to the lineup for the first time since the conclusion of the 1982 season. Two major injuries have kept him out for the last year-and-a-half. He did not play a single minute last season because he broke his arm during preseason drills. The unfortunate coincidence was that he broke it in exactly the same place he did just prior to the end of the 1983 spring drills. He will receive an extra year of eligibility because of the injury.

The Cincinnati native is one of four current Notre Dame players to play under Gerry Faust at Moeller High School. The others are Mark Brooks, Huawatha Frasisco, and John Akin. Larkin, like his team, had a very successful career while he attended Moeller. His individual honors include being a consensus prep all-American after being mentioned in the Parade, Parade, All-America National High School Athletic Association, and Catholic All-America squads. Larkin was also a three-year starter at the linebacker position where he earned all-city, all-state, and all-Greater Cincinnati League recognition. His efforts also helped the Crusaders to unbeaten seasons and state titles in his junior and senior years.

Obviously, this American Studies major held fond memories of his high school years. "At Moeller we never worried about winning or losing," says Larkin, "it was taken for granted."

Larkin came to Notre Dame the same year as Faust with similar ideas of success. However, these hopes have not materialized as yet.

In his freshman season, Larkin played all twelve games while seeing a great deal of time in the latter part of the year. He played mostly behind Mark Zavaglia at weakside linebacker during the 1981 campaign. In 1982, the Howard Hall resident had a great season.
Gerry Faust
ND head coach

continued from page 7

season. He finished second among all Irish players with a total of 110 tackles, only three behind leader Zavaglini, while starting in every game. He also led the team in tackles for losses with 13. This ability to trap on the back side of the line of scrimmage is attributed to his quickness and capability of reading an offense.

The entire 1983 season and the first half of this one have been very frustrating for Larkin. It has been a time period plagued with injury on top of injury. A broken forearm caused his absence during the ’83 campaign, and a knee injury prevented him from participating in the first six games this year. The latest injury occurred during fall practice exactly one year and a day after his previous injury. It was a freak accident on a practice drill, right down the middle of the field, where the players weren’t supposed to hit hard.

While Tony Furjanic’s knee may not be healed before the season opener on Saturday, Larkin pulled the running back over his leg and it twisted in such a way to cause torn ligaments in his knee.

Larkin admits that his knee has not yet fully recovered. “I don’t have full movement yet,” he says. “My north to south motion is good, but when I go side to side, it hurts a little, but it bothers me.” To protect the injury from re-incurring, Larkin has been wearing a double brace. “It’s scary and doesn’t allow much movement.”

The coaches are going to work the hard-hitting linebacker back into the system gradually. Larkin, himself, doesn’t feel that he deserves to come right back into the starting lineup because John McCarthy has done a good job. Although he (Larkin) has been a great player for us in the past,” says Faust, “he must prove himself and can’t just come in and start again.”

Whether he starts or not, Larkin can hardly wait to get back out on the field again. “I am ready to give it my all,” says Larkin, “I have been cheering for too long.”

This potentially dominant player on the defense isn’t the only one pleased with his return. “Just having him back has been a huge lift for the team,” says a leader, a competitor, and an inspiration.

And now that Larkin is back on the field, he wants to do all he can to help the Irish take many of the South Over the years in particular the Irish defense has been very effective in the South Carolina offense. Strong safety Joe Johnson is listed as doubtful with an ankle sprain sustained in the Air Force game. Add to that the loss of free safety Steve Lawrence, who suffered a bruised shoulder against Miami, and the Notre Dame secondary is now in a state where we can’t take any chances.

This year’s Gamecocks are one of the best in the country. The defense has been dominant all season long, ranking among the nation’s top ten in several categories. The Gamecocks have shut out their opponents in 11 of their 12 games, allowing only 125 points overall.

As Notre Dame did not have enough problems already, a significant portion of the Irish defense is keeping the sports medicine staff very busy. Strong safety Joe Johnson is listed as doubtful with an ankle sprain sustained in the Air Force game. Add to that the loss of free safety Steve Lawrence, who suffered a bruised shoulder against Miami, and the Notre Dame secondary is now in a state where we can’t take any chances.
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**Chris Smith**

Senior fullback takes events in stride

By TRISH SULLIVAN  
Sports Writer  

It is said that adversity builds character. If this is true, then Notre Dame's fullback, Chris Smith, has surely proven himself. Smith's ability to bounce back from injury has given him the opportunity to show the world what he is truly made of. His journey has been far from easy, but his determination has paid off in spades.

Smith's career hasn't been without its challenges. He has faced setbacks both on and off the field, but he has refused to let these obstacles define him. From the moment he donned the Blue and Gold, Smith has been a force to be reckoned with. His speed and agility have made him a terror for opposing defenses, and his work ethic is legendary.

Smith's senior year has been marked by a string of injuries. Despite these setbacks, he has continued to push forward, demonstrating his resilience and determination. His ability to come back stronger each time has not only earned him the respect of his teammates and coaches, but also the admiration of the Notre Dame faithful.

Smith's contributions to the team have been invaluable. His ability to create opportunities for his linemen and wide receivers has been a key factor in the team's success. His talent and leadership have been a source of inspiration to his teammates, and his work ethic sets a high standard for all who play for Notre Dame.

Smith's dedication to his craft is evident in his preparations. He always arrives at practice ready to give his all, and his work ethic is something that his teammates look up to. His ability to work with his teammates and his knowledge of the game make him a valuable asset to the team.

Smith's senior year has been one of growth and development. He has faced his challenges with grace and determination, and his perseverance has earned him the respect of his peers and the admiration of the fans. Smith is a true leader, someone who sets the standard for all others to follow.

In the end, it is Smith's determination and resilience that have made him a true Notre Dame legend. He has shown that true greatness comes not from avoiding obstacles, but from overcoming them with grace and determination. Smith's journey is one that has been marked by adversity, but it is also one that has been marked by triumph. He is a true example of what it means to be a Notre Dame student-athlete.
NOTRE DAME VS. SOUTH CAROLINA

THE GAME

GAME:
Fighting Irish vs. South Carolina Gamecocks

SITE:
Notre Dame Stadium (59,075)

DATE:
11-20 EST; Saturday, Oct. 20, 1984

TV-RADIO:
ESPN Live National Telecast

JIM THACKER AND ED BILES

NOTRE DAME TV CTS 163

JIM THACKER AND JACK NOLAN

NOTRE DAME MUTUAL NETWORK

TCS/Metropolitans/ESPN Replay Network

HARRY KALAN AND GEORGE CUNEO

THE SCHEDULE

NOTRE DAME

SEPT. 8 lost to Purdue, 25-21
SEPT. 15 tied with Mich. St., 24-20
SEPT. 22 def. Colorado, 55-14
SEPT. 29 def. Missouri, 16-14
OCT. 6 lost to Miami, 31-13
OCT. 13 lost to Air Force, 21-7
OCT. 20 SOUTH CAROLINA
OCT. 27 at L.S.U.
NOV. 3 Navy at Meadowlands
NOV. 17 PENN STATE
NOV. 24 at Southern Cal

SOUTH CAROLINA

SEPT. 8 def. The Citadel, 51-24
SEPT. 15 def. Duke, 21-0
SEPT. 22 def. Georgia, 17-10
OCT. 6 def. Kansas State, 49-19
OCT. 13 def. Pittsburgh, 45-21
OCT. 20 at Notre Dame -
OCT. 27 EAST CAROLINA
NOV. 3 at N.C. State
NOV. 10 FLORIDA STATE
NOV. 17 at Navy
NOV. 24 at Clemson

PEERLESS PROGNOSTICATORS (?)

Each week, the Observer sports staff, a random student picked at the discretion of the sports editor and some well-known figure in the Notre Dame community predict the outcome of the week's major college football games. Records are compiled as to how each person does against the spread. In other words, it isn't enough to pick the winner of a given game. The person must pick the winner and give the underdog points. Home team is in CAPS.

IOWA over Michigan by 6
Boston College over VIRGINIA by 2.5
MIAMI over Pittsburgh by 14
Ohio State over MICHIGAN STATE by 7
PENN STATE over Syracuse by 6.5
GEORGIA over Vanderbilt by 6.5
Alabama over TENNESSEE by 2.5
Wisconsin over INDIANA by 7
AUBURN over Georgia Tech by 9.5
Brigham Young over AIR FORCES by 6
LOUISIANA over Purdue by 7
Louisiana State over KENTUCKY by 2.5
MINNESOTA over Northwestern by 10
South Carolina over NOTRE DAME by 1.5

THE STATISTICS

Last Year's Game

NOTRE DAME

October 5, 1984

Notre Dame

10 10 5 7 30
South Carolina

8 4 4 4 22

Total Offense Yards

1727 212
Total Plays

394 129
Yards/Play

4.4 4.8
Yards/Quarterback

289.5 302.2
Penalties-Yards

31-206 32-301
FUMBLE COST

19.7 14.11
TOTAL FIRST Downs

107 122
By Running

48 58
By Passing

59 63
By Fumble

0 0
Total Downs-Conv

429 435
Possession Time

26:56 23:57
Minutes per Game

27:49 29:21

Scoring GDT PA PAS FA FP TG

Notre Dame

9 9 0 0 0 42
South Carolina

11 11 0 0 0 88

RECEIVING PASSING

Notre Dame

Hillary 1-10; Mitchel 9-5;

South Carolina

Pinkett 2 run (Johnston kick)

1.0 -1 1 1 1 1

Individual

Gowan 2-37

Kitten 1-10

Pinkett 2

3-(-8):

Brown 1-10

Ford 1-10

Bauerlein 1-10

TOTAL

1737

1136

THIRD DOWNS-CONV

13-13

3-12

POSSESSION TIME

26:56

23:57

PASSING

Notre Dame

Bauerlein 1-10, 8.0; Pinkett 2-37, 3.37

South Carolina

Barlow 2-37, 7.25; Hilliard 1-10, 6.12

Individual

Hillary 1-10; Mitchel 9-5; Pinkett 2 run (Johnston kick)

1.0 -1 1 1 1 1

Individual
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1.0 -1 1 1 1 1

Individual
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Sports Briefs

The St. Mary's Volleyball team added two more victories to an impressive state behind performances from Rachel Ferkowski and Mary Carol Browning. The Belles, who are next in action at home against Marion on October 7, downed DePauw, 15-9, 15-7, and Huntington, 15-11, 15-11 last night.

Morrissy Hall wept the NBA cross-country competition for the third consecutive year. Wednesday morning took place first in the second and last meet this year, as Jeff Westhoffen finished first in 15:8 on the two-a-half mile course. Morrissy won the meet with 65 points while Franklin & Marshall scored second with 86 points. Grace was third with 90, and Keenan had 105 points in fourth place. A woman and a man from the gym also participated but did not have enough runners to record points. Janney's Bobby Bligh was second in 15:44. Howard's Shawn O'Brien took third in 15:33 and Cranston's Kevin Peirgent was fourth in 15:47.

NWA's Century Club is a program of exercise and fitness to help their own exercise goals. For more information, contact the NWA office. - The Observer

A horseback-riding trip to Happy Trails Riding Stables is being sponsored by NWA on Sunday, Nov. 4. Trips will leave at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. if you have a horse of your own or are interested in signing up, bring $15 to the office to cover transportation and rides. - The Observer

"Fitness Focus," a monthly newsletter by Popular Athletics, is now available. To place your name on the mailing list, call the NWA office at 239-6100. - The Observer

Sherry fired as San Diego pitching coach

Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - Norm Sherry, a seven-year colleague of Dick Williams, was fired as San Diego's pitching coach. The move was made at 9:30 a.m. yesterday between him and members of the staff. Manager Jack McKeon said yesterday.

Sherry had confirmed his dismissals Wednesday night. NWA obtained a complete confirmation on yesterday. The move was made after the Padres lost the final game of the World Series. The 39-year-old manager had been offered a job coaching for the Padres at the minor league level. He has decided not to accept the offer.

Classifieds

NOTICES

EXPERT TYPING 277-2454 after 5:30

TYPING

FOR A BIFT THAT IS UNIQUE, SEND A BELL GMM TO YOUR SHARIF 272-2396

EXPERT TYPING 277-8534 after 5:30

GOVERNMENT JOBS 175.65 - SALARY $13,564 - APPLY AT TRAVEL TO NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART AT 3600 13TH STREET, NW, WASH., D.C. 20401 EXT. R-S.

TYPING SERVICE

PICKUP AND DELIVERY

Woodrowasp and Typing 272-8007

TYPING CALL ORR 234-9387

SF FOR TEXTBOOKS AT DORAS BOOKS 867 SOUTH BEND AVE.

LOST/FOUND

LOST MONDAY 4:15PM CALCULATIONS IN 305 CAN BE FOUND IN 302

LOST: Someone combination is lost on 5th FLOOR - has great sentimental value - please call 360-1184.

LOST: Watch under T.M.S. on air force CASE if found call PAUL AT 1-1198

LOST: My typewriter is missing if you find it CALL MY ROOM 1097, 89 HURLEY

LOST: BROWN LEATHER JACKET, IF FOUND CALL STEVE 234-4995

ANNOUNCEMENT: My typewriter is missing - please call 234-4995

YOU MAY FIND MY TECO 333 IF YOU FIND IT CALL MY ROOM 1097, 89 HURLEY

YOU MAY FIND MY TECO 333 IN 215 OR 258

YOU MAY FIND MY TECO 333 IN 318 OR 327

YOU MAY FIND MY TECO 333 IN 215 OR 258

LOST TO THE LADIES: Someone combination is lost on 5th FLOOR - please call 360-1184.

FOR SALE

1976 Cherry Caprice, 9 passenger van, $7,000.00 - $1,000.00 779-6417

1973 Buick LeSabre, 4 door, automatic, white, $700.00, 779-6417

FOR SALE 1-856-31 70352

TICKETS

South Carolina vs. For Sale. I have one season ticket left - $300.00. Call Charis at 294-7102

NEED TO SELL STAMPS. CALL PAT WATSON AT 849-2028

PERSONALS

NEED TAPPING: Call 378-3404

MARRY ME, DAD. Call 378-4835

I'M A RUMPET " ينب " FROM T.E.A.M. CALL 378-4835

MARRY ME, DAD. Call 378-4835

MARRY ME, DAD. Call 378-4835

WANTED

NEED SOMEONE WITH A LARGE HOME 4 TO SHARE. CALL 360-924-1500

NEED A CONDO OR HOUSE IN THE AREA. CALL ME AT 360-924-1500

I NEED A ROOM TO RENT IN THE AREA. CALL ME AT 360-924-1500

WHERE DO I FIND A ROOMING HOUSE IN THE AREA? CALL 360-924-1500

THE OBSERVER NUTKE Bus office located at 1036 9th AVE.

For a complete ad or list, please contact NWA at 239-6100. - The Observer

Babysitter needed

McKinley Heights, 836-7222

Seeking experienced, stable Babysitter for a family of 5

For a complete ad or list, please contact NWA at 239-6100. - The Observer
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Irish
continued from page 16
would show the Irish that they can compete against the top teams in the Midwest and the nation.
Furthermore, another big win, like the three previous victories this year, would give the team confi­
dence heading into their final two meets. These are the Midwestern City Conference Meet on October
27, whose field includes defending champion Oral Roberts, and the NCAA District IV Meet on Novem­
ber 10, the most competitive NCAA qualifying district in the country.
The meet today is the most im­
ting to the Irish so far this year. A win
would bring even more national recogni­tion to a talented team, as well as allow Notre Dame to finish its home season on a winning note.

NCAA Div. I
Top 20 Poll

**Challenging opportunities are offered in the following areas of business management:**

- Finance
- Contract Administration
- Retail Merchandising
- Food Service
- Inventory Analysis and Purchasing
- Transportation and Distribution
- Fuel Planning and Analysis
- Computer Systems
- Operations Analysis

Visit with representatives of the U.S. Navy Supply Corps to learn how your degree in accounting, economics, business administration, computer science, or engineering can prepare you for an exciting business career.

**Presentations:**
- November 12
  - O'Shaughnessy Hall
  - Room 104
  - 7:00 p.m.
- November 13
  - Memorial Library

**Interviews:**
- November 13
  - Memorial Library

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Boutton continued from page 16

fense into their play since the arrival of Goralski.

"He’s a great coach to play for," adds Boutton. "He has taught me a lot about the game."

Goralski is pleased with Boutton’s accomplishments also.

"In the last few years she has improved a lot," says the Saint Mary’s coach. "She is a really aggressive player, who always tries extra hard." Being named one of this year’s co-captains along with senior Molly Baker, has brought on additional re­sponsibility for the Bricksville, Ohio native.

"As captain I try to bring the players to work as a team," says Boutton. "Unlike years past there is no one player that stands out more than anyone else. All the players have to work at every position." "She is definitely a team leader," says Goralski. "The girls looked up to her through the year and she has done a great job in motivation. When things get down out on the court she keeps pushing herself and her teammates to play harder."

Freshman Anne Willard agrees with Goralski’s observation.

"She’s a big motivator and a great player," says Willard. "Along with Willard, freshmen

During her high school career, Boutton was an excellent athlete who was involved in tennis and basketball. She also notes that she has always been a very competitive person and has always tried to push herself to be the best she could be.

Boutton’s father, a former college basketball player, was a big influence in her decision to play volleyball in college. He saw the potential in her and encouraged her to pursue her dream of playing at the collegiate level.

Boutton has not been disappointed with her decision to play at Saint Mary’s. She has enjoyed the level of competition and the opportunity to play with some of the best players in the country.

Boutton is a natural leader and has brought a lot of energy and enthusiasm to the team. She is a great teammate and always looks out for the best interest of her teammates.

Boutton has received a lot of recognition for her hard work and dedication to the sport. She was named to the All-Conference team and was also selected as a member of the All-American team.

Boutton is a very humble person and has always been a role model for her teammates. She has always been willing to give up her time to help others and has always been a positive influence on her teammates.

Boutton is a very talented player who has the ability to score points from any position on the court. She has a great serve and a nice serve, which has helped her to win a number of games for her team.
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Volleyball team plans busy break

BY MARY SIEGER
Sports Writer

Everyone is looking forward to next week as a time to sit back, relax and enjoy the pressures of Notre Dame life - everyone except the Notre Dame volleyball team.

Starting tomorrow night, the Irish travel to Butler University for the first of four important North Star Conference matches slated for October Break. On Tuesday, Notre Dame visits Evansville, Ind., to face an aggressive team from the University of Evansville. Then the Irish return home to host the University of Dayton and Xavier University in the main arena of the ACC over the weekend.

"It's going to be a long weekend for us, and we'll have to play one match at a time," says Assistant Coach Renee DeGraff. "We can't expect to walk away from any one of these teams because they're all good."

Notre Dame's 3-1 conference record gives the team a strong foothold in the conference, but the Irish must win all of next week's matches if they want to keep their chances for top seeding in November's Conference Championship Tournament alive.

"The girls are ready for next week," says DeGraff. "They feel they've got to get the conference title and they know what to do to get it.

DeGraff believes the Irish will play to their potential and combine the finesse displayed in previous matches.

"We've plateaued since Saint Francis (of Illinois) and we've been unable to improve," DeGraff noted. "We're up for the conference matches but not others. We need to strike a balance."

On Wednesday, the Irish saw their season record slip to 7-9 after dropping their second match of the season to the Purdue Boilermakers, 15-3, 15-7, and 15-6. The team was hoping to avenge an embarrassing 15-12, 15-6, 15-8 loss to the Boilermakers in the season opener.

"It's disappointing because we could have taken them in five games if we'd put it all together," says DeGraff. "We scored more against them in the season opener."

Mental errors marred Notre Dame's performance on Wednesday, preventing the team from playing to its ability. Although the Boilermakers are a tall squad, they lack speed and Notre Dame's tenaciousness at the net kept the Boilermakers on the offensive.

Notre Dame's defense did not react effectively to Purdue's offensive push. The Irish jumped out to a 3-0 lead against the Boilermakers in the first game, but Notre Dame's concentration was broken when an Irish player was caught off the court during a crucial play. The Irish failed to recapture its early momentum and fell to Purdue, 15-5.

Notre Dame was down 13-4 during the third game when the team started to rebound. Two official time-outs helped the Irish regain their concentration and the team capitalized on the delays to win two more points.

"They were good delays," says DeGraff. "But you can't start rallying that late. It should have come a lot sooner."

Midterms were a crucial factor in Wednesday's match and hand-capped the Irish against the nationally-ranked Boilermakers.

"Everything was there except the concentration," said DeGraff. "They forgot to close the books before they walked onto the court."

With midterms and other campus distractions removed next week, the Irish should be able to devote all of their energy to the week's conference matches.

USFL finds evidence of NFL scandal

Associated Press

NEW YORK - The lawyer for the United States Football League, which has filed a $1.32 billion antitrust suit against the rival National Football League, said yesterday it has evidence of a secret NFL committee set up to put the USFL out of business.

The charge, contained in section 40 of the USFL's 39-page complaint against the NFL, was expanded upon during a news conference by Roy Cohn, who filed the suit on behalf of the league Wednesday in federal court in New York City.

It alleges that the NFL formed a committee of club owners and other officers "to recommend means of inhibiting competition by the USFL as a competitive league in major league professional football."

Cohn didn't specify who was on the NFL committee or what exactly it had done to inhibit competition by the USFL, but he did intimate his knowledge came from inside information.

"Obviously, the information was supplied to us and obviously, when they created this USFL committee, they did not create it for the purpose of going over the airwaves or into newspapers," he said.

"They didn't expect anybody to know about it. We allege it was done in a clandestine manner."

NFL spokesman Joe Browne denied that any such committee exists. He said that after the league meetings in Hawaii last March, a long range planning committee was formed to "deal with the many issues that confront us down the road."

The members of that committee include the presidents of the two conferences - Wellington Mara, owner of the New York Giants and Lamar Hunt, owner of the Kansas City Chiefs. The other members are Mike McCaskey, president of the Chicago Bears and three general managers - Russ Thomas of the Detroit Lions, Bobby Beashard of the Washington Redskins and Mike Lynn of the Minnesota Vikings.

NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle, named as a defendant, called the suit "baseless" and "transparent."
**Doonesbury**

- **MAK II, if you don't mind!**
- **Hello, says I want to buy an old GE novatrol—**
- **Are you sure you're ready to talk to your inner self?**

**Psychochicken**

- **THE FAR SIDE**

**Bloom County**

- **GARRY TRUDEAU**

**Bloom County**

- **Bloom County**

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**
- 1. Collected
- 5. Crazy Horse
- 9. N.C. college
- 10. Capital
- 15. Dip
- 16. - Nagy dormer
- 19. Evangel
- 20. Tokyo one
- 21. Colorful stone
- 22. Miller brewer
- 23. Like — of N. Carolina at Notre Dame
- 29. Shroud
- 30. N.C. college
- 32. Evangel
- 33. Minster to
- 34. Matrix
- 35. Jaya
- 36. Top-notch

**DOWN**
- 1. Sem.
- 2. Take for — (bamboozle)
- 3. Metal bar
- 4. Social function
- 5. Nonsense
- 6. — kiri
- 10. Vapor
- 11. Nonsense
- 12. Small musical group
- 13. Gelat
- 16. Additishment
- 23. "Paradise" is where —
- 25. Sign
- 27. Ring of color
- 29. "The — blade went snicker
- 30. Pia — Lipi
- 35. Nonsense
- 37. Common in Hawaii
- 41. Nonsense

**Yesterday's Solution**

- **THE LAST OF THE SOUTHERN COMFORT**

---

**Sweeney Todd**

- **November 1, 2, 3, 4**

**CA**

- **TICKETS ON SALE NOW!**

**SOUTHERN COMFORT NIGHT**

- **Southern Comfort drinks $1.30**

**LET'S GET SOUTH CAROLINA UNCOMFORTABLE**

- **OPEN at 9am**

---
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Irish cross-country team competes in Indiana Intercollegiate today

By NICK SCHNANTZ
Sportswriter

The undefeated Notre Dame cross-country team prepares for the best competition of the year when it hosts the Indiana Intercollegiate Meet at the Burke Memorial Golf Course. The five-mile race begins at 3 p.m.

Notre Dame is ranked 16th in the country by the national poll of cross-country coaches. The Irish gained this national recognition on the basis of their convincing wins this year: a season-opening five-team meet, whose field included 17th-ranked Northwestern, the National Catholic Meet, and the prestigious Notre Dame Invitational, over 19th-ranked Michigan.

The Irish will have to continue to run well in order to defeat the 22
other teams entered in the meet. The main challengers to Notre Dame, which has not won this meet since 1967, will come from Purdue and Indiana.

Purdue is ranked 13th in the coaches' poll. The Boilermakers would like to continue their dominance in the Indiana State Meet, which they have won the last three years.

According to Irish head coach Joe Plane, Purdue will bring another fine team this year to defend their title. "They are a very good team," says Plane. "They are led by Jim Nagle, an excellent runner from South Bend, and Chris Novak, who is also a fine runner."

Indiana could also provide stiff competition for the Irish. While they are not ranked in the national polls, they are expected to have a strong team.

"Indiana has a dynamite squad," Plane says. "Terry Brahn has run a 5:44 mile, a Big Ten record. Also, they have good runners in James Murphy and Charles Marsala. Over all they have a fine team."

While Notre Dame is running against some very good teams, they also have a lot of their own.

The seven runners who will compete for the Irish are: Jeff Courville, Jim Tyler, Tim Cannon, and Ed Wiltens. Junior John Magill, sophomore Mike Collins, and freshman Dan Garrett.

All seven runners have run consistently fast races, which is the key to a nationally-competitive team.

"Everyone is running extremely well," says Plane. "They run as competitively as any group has run at Notre Dame since I've been here (eight years). They're doing a great job and running with a lot of pride right now."

Today's meet is important to the Irish for several reasons. To date, they have convincingly defeated two nationally-ranked teams, Michigan and Northwestern. A win, especially over a tough Purdue team.

see IRISH, page 12

ND soccer team to play four games over break

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sportswriter

The Notre Dame soccer team, hoping to rebound from a disappointing loss Wednesday to Akron, will play four games over break.

The Irish will take their 10-2-2 record on the road for three games before returning home for one game.

The competition next week is not expected to be nearly as tough as that which the Irish have faced in the last couple of weeks according to Notre Dame Head Coach Dennis Grace.

The Irish are coming off games against nationally ranked teams, and none of the teams they will face next week is ranked.

Notre Dame will begin its play during break this Sunday at Kentucky. Fans in the area may come out to watch the game at 2 p.m.

The Irish will be trying for their third consecutive win over Kentucky, which has a 5-7-1 record.

After returning home for two days, the Irish will be back on the highway Wednesday, heading for Madison, Wis., to play the Wisconsin Badgers. The game is scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.

The only meeting between the two teams was in 1981, when they tied, 2-2. This year, the Badgers could again keep the game close.

The Irish were victorious, 4-1, over Michigan by the score of 4-1. The Wolverines proceeded to dominate the rest of the game, but thanks to the superb defense of goalies Patti Gallagher and junior defender Christine Weitman, Michigan was unable to score despite its numerous opportunities.

Lindenthal attributed the Irish victory to superior defense.

"Our defense played an outstanding game," said the Irish coach. "We denied them the ball and executed our passes perfectly.

"Notre Dame will take a 7-4-1 record onto Cartier field this afternoon against Western Michigan, with game time set for 4:00. The last time the two teams met the Irish were victorious in Michigan by the score of 4-1.

Lindenthal would like to play as many players as possible, because today is Parents' Day. She is confident about the game at Cartier, noting that the Irish are 2-0-1 on artificial turf. Lindenthal attributes this success to the opportunities afforded them by the football coaching staff to practice on the artificial surface.

Boutton stays constant as SMC team changes

By KELLY PORTOLESE
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary’s volleyball team has undergone quite a few changes in the past four years. There is only one member of this year’s team who has been there through all activity — senior co-captain Ann Boutton.

"Each year I played with an entirely different group of girls," says the four-year veteran. "This year I played with an entire new group of people." Boutton has been there through all activity as a member of the volleyball program has encountered in the past four years. There is only one member of this year’s team who has been there through all activity — senior co-captain Ann Boutton.

"Each year I played with an entirely different group of girls," says the four-year veteran. "This year I played with an entire new group of people." Boutton has been there through all activity — senior co-captain Ann Boutton. She points out as many players as possible, because today is Parents’ Day. She is confident about the game at Cartier, noting that the Irish are 2-0-1 on artificial turf. Lindenthal attributes this success to the opportunities afforded them by the football coaching staff to practice on the artificial surface.
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